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Charles Causley was born in 1917 and is acknowledged as one of the very
finest Twentieth Century English poets. He lived all his life in Launceston in
Cornwall, where he was a popular and admired figure and, for many years, a
much-loved schoolteacher.
His poetic reputation was worldwide and brought him many awards; among
them The Queen’s Gold Medal and The Ingersoll/TS Eliot Award. He was
made a CBE in 1986 and a Royal Society of Literature Companion of
Literature in 2000. He received the Hon DLitt from the University of
Exeter, where his archive is now held. He died in 2003.
The Charles Causley Trust exists to protect and promote the legacy of
Charles Causley’s writing for future generations in the United Kingdom and
beyond.
The Trust acquired Charles Causley’s House in 2007 and their future work is
the continued development of the poet’s house as a centre to celebrate his
life and writing and promote new literature activity in the community and
region in which he lived. This project is supported by Arts Council England,
Cornwall Council, Launceston Town Council and Literature Works.

For more information about The Charles Causley Trust:
www.thecharlescausleytrust.org
The Charles Causley Poetry Competition has been established to support the House and Projects. The competition was judged by 2013 Charles
Causley Poet in Residence, Kathryn Simmonds. In 2014, the winners are:
1st Prize (£2000) for ‘The Museum of Water’ %
2nd Prize (£250) for ‘Draw’ %

Angela Readman

Jo Haslam

3rd Prize (£100) for ‘His Wooden Shirt’ %

Andrew Rudd

Highly Commended: ‘Holbein’s Wife’ by Victor Tapner; ‘The Biologist &
The Birds’ and ‘The Observer Paradox by Tania Hershman; ‘Indian Summer’
by Sue Wood and ‘Smallholdings’ by Samantha Weaver

i

The Museum of Water

There is nothing we keep to remember
but water, our wavering wall of bottles
and jars, ripples of sun let the room shiver
whenever a door slams. We dip into drops
of light and feel we could drown. One
by one, we lift glassware and peer in at life
distilled: fingers of font, an hour we bathed
in love once - soapy pale as a pearl, crushed,
returning to the source that made it shine.
Our tears don’t look like much, barely fill
a hotel pot of jam. We lay them down
beside rain, bottles we clutched for our life
at the foot of a memory we hadn’t yet climbed,
as if knowing we would soon need the mist
on someone’s hair, beads of cold showers,
the blood of a snowman that melted so fast,
to splash on our faces, and drink, drink
until we are something like full.

Angela Readman, Winner

Draw

Back then we had a grate in every room
and we all knew, the youngest of us how
to twist and roll the paper, loose enough
to let the air gust through; wigwam the wood
and set the coal just so, then touch a match
between the bars and blow. And though we knelt
to rake it out, to build and light or poke
the cinders back to sudden life our only thought
was how to cope with vagaries of cold,
dampness or not of wood, the chimney swept
or clogged- or hold a sheet of newspaper across
the open mouth and pray the thing would go
( that last our mother’s trick) and by the time she left
the four of us dab hands at catching it before it flared
and blew then sank to flakes of black, to ash,
to nothing. As for those who bent their backs,
who came up laced with sweat and dust, ghost eyed
as if they’d stepped out of some underworld
we never mentioned it, why should we when
we had our own descent aka the cellar steps;
the times we stood transfixed and listened
for the secret breath of what lay nameless
in the cobwebbed gloom or felt it at our necks
as we raced up, the bucket clanked
against our legs into that absence, palpable
in every room. Back then we say as if
it’s finished with and settle in our heated house
or make when we can for warmth,
the blue we’d never dreamt. But gods take shape
according to our need, and those we’d recognise
don’t live inside this sun warmed stone but in
that other rock whose heart is fire and smoke.
Jo Haslam, Second Prize Winner

His Wooden Shirt
After the other children were dressed
and packed oﬀ to school, their crisp uniforms
disappearing over the hill, he stood inert
as his mother collected the wood, the pieces
she would need for Wednesday.
He knew better than to make a fuss.
Do I have to wear this? No answer,
her pursed lips holding the necessary nails.
He disliked it when his arms
were pinioned in their boxes, rusty nail heads
biting the skin of his shoulder.
He hated the hammering, splintering,
the tarry, fishy smell from the driftwood
against his cheek.
She left him and went inside. Now he was
a sculpture, a caddis-fly case, an assemblage.
Slowly clattering, he limped his shins and ankles
through the yard until he could peer
over the impossible gate
at the shoreline and the sea.

Andrew Rudd, Third Prize Winner

Holbein’s Wife
If you could paint me again,
would my hair be this brittle?
Would my skin be blanched
with Spirits of Saturn
as it is in the portrait
opposite the bed where,
for so many years,
you never slept?
When I sat for your sketch
you dressed me
in that simple coat
you brought back from Bruges
and veiled my head
with a muslin scarf
as though you had need
to make me modest.
My face was plain, this I know,
though I think you bestowed
a measure of beauty.
Is that how you saw me,
or was it just the flattery
of your brush?
Should I feel honoured
that the same hand –
so you said in your letters –
painted royal robes

and a chancellor’s chain?
What you forgot to write
is you had no mind
to come home.
It matters not
at a time such as this,
but your workshirt
sits yet in the cupboard,
crusted with colours
I couldn’t wash out.
Victor Tapner, Highly Commended

vi

Smallholdings
It was always with the first house martins
I’d hear your voice drifting across the fields
driving the sheep into corners to be pinned down,
examined, your hands cleaving apart their fleeces,
winter-thick, to find a maw full of maggots,
writhing, massing for summer. I’d squeeze my hand
down a cavern in the barn feeling for wild kittens
just-born, blinking at each other in awe.
I found one folded over on the flagstone wall;
its black fur sun-hot, its body hard-cold.
You told me it was good to learn of death
at an early age, to see under the surface.
Then in a recent dream was it you— all shadow hovering
the other side of the window of that childhood home,
black hooded like the cormorants we used to watch
crucifixing the rocks or the dark things in the forest—
was that you I walked towards
that burst into a thousand light spores?
Samantha Weaver, Highly Commended

vii

The Observer Paradox
It takes you a moment to realise
that the man with two boxes of knives
turned away by the wait staﬀ
came to bargain
not stay. You watch him
pause on the threshold, miss
his decision: left or right
as you wonder if this place
is his hundredth today,
or the first, or the fifth. He
pricked the skin of this cafe
so lightly; likely unseen
by the couples, the chattering
families. Will he appear
in the drawing made
by the child over there
with her father? When he gets home,
boxes intact, will the fact that you
saw him make any diﬀerence
at all? What's a poem to a person
with a room full of boxes
and boxes of unsold
and unwanted knives?
Tania Hershman, Highly Commended

viii

The Biologist and The Birds
It is her bedroom window
the birds fly into and fly
into, trying to get through.
It happens only in daylight
though she worries in the night, after
gently burying so many fallen bodies.
It seems to stop when she moves
her full-length mirror to another corner
of the room. Perhaps the apparent patch
of sky was what they were frantic
to beat their wings in. Science
has no answers. Sometimes, she sits
on the edge of the bed for hours
in the morning silence, waiting.

Tania Hershman, Highly Commended
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First Prize Winner, Angela Readman's poetry collection, Strip, was published by Salt. She has since won the
Mslexia Poetry Competition, The Essex Poetry Prize, and had poems published in various journals including The
Rialto, Magma, The Lake, Popshot and Butcher's Dog. In 2014 she won the Costa Short Story Award. Her story
collection, Don't Try This at Home, will be published in May 2015 by And Other Stories.
Jo Haslam’s poems have appeared in The Rialto, P.N Review, Ambit, Stand magazine, Envoi, Mslexia, Pennine
Platform, The North and The Interpreter’s House. She has two collections Light !om the Upper Le", The Sign for Water
and a pamphlet Lunar Moths published by Smith/Doorstop. A third collection On the Kiso Road was the recipient of
a Straid award and was published in 2012 by Templar Poetry.
Andrew Rudd lives in Frodsham, Cheshire, and was Cheshire Poet Laureate in 2006. His poetry collections are
One Cloud Away !om the Sky (2007) and Nowhere Else but Here (2012). His poems have been published in Magma, The
SHOp, The North, Smiths Kno#, Scinti#a, The Interpreter's House, Poetry News, Staple and Other Poetry

Samantha Weaver was born in 1987 and grew up on the Welsh Borders. She graduated in Anthropology in 2011 from University
College London and now dedicates much of her time to writing poetry. She lives in Bristol.
Victor Tapner’s poetry collection Flatlands (Salt) was shortlisted for the Seamus Heaney Centre Prize for Poetry and won the
poetry prize in the East Anglian Book Awards. He has won several other prizes, including the Cardiﬀ International Poetry
Competition and Scotland’s Wigtown.
Tania Hershman is the author of two collections of fiction: My Mother Was An Upright Piano: Fictions (Tangent Books, 2012), and The
White Road and Other Stories (Salt, 2008). Tania's poetry is published or forthcoming in Amary#is, Butcher's Dog, Contrary, Ink Sweat &
Tears, Magma, Nutshe#s and Nu$ets, Obsessed with Pipework, Poems in Which, Canterbury Poet of the Year 2014 anthology and Shearsman.
Tania is a Royal Literary Fund fellow at Bristol University.
Sue Wood has gained commendations in many national poetry competitions, including 1st prize in the Oxford Literary Festival, and
received the Cinnamon Press Award for Poetry in 2008, leading to the publication of her first poetry collection Imagine yourself to be
water (2009) from which a poem was selected for the 2010 Forward Book of Poetry.
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